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Abstract— Focusing on error-correction methods and codes, a
systems level design is presented for encoding movies and digital
information in DNA storage. A source of data (e.g., movies, audio)
is compressed, efficiently encoded with redundant information,
modulated, and stored in multiple DNA oligonucleotide strands.
The goal is to decode the source from the DNA reliably even
in the presence of diverse errors introduced by DNA synthesis,
PCR amplification, and DNA sequencing processes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) contains the genetic program
for the biological development of life. Fundamentally, DNA
may be used also as a compact storage medium for petabytes
of encoded information [1]–[3]. The potential benefits of DNA
storage include: (1) Extremely high-density beyond the order
of terabytes in 1 gram of DNA; (2) Stability at moderate temperatures; (3) Biological replication via PCR-amplification; (4)
Biological search and indexing via primers; (5) Biological
editing and re-encoding of segments via enzymes [4].
II. A S YSTEM D ESIGN F OR DNA S TORAGE
An end-to-end system for DNA storage begins with bits
of information (e.g., a movie file) which are encoded, synthesized, and stored in multiple DNA oligonucleotide strands.
The DNA strands must be sequenced, assembled, and decoded
in order to reconstruct the original source reliably. Figure 1
depicts the complete storage cycle. The system is comprised
of the following components: (1) Source data in bits; (2)
Encoding mechanism including all error-correction codes and
modulation from bits to nucleotides; (3) DNA synthesis of
multiple DNA strands; (4) PCR-amplification of DNA pools;
(5) DNA archival storage; (6) DNA sequencing; (7) Merging
and assembling multiple DNA strands; (8) Demodulation and
decoding of all codes for reliable recovery.
III. E RROR C ORRECTION C ODES
In DNA storage, several types of errors occur including: (1)
Insertion, deletion, substitution errors within oligonucleotides;
(2) Missing DNA strands; (3) Synchronization errors across
multiple oligonucleotides with the same address; (4) Low
coverage and amplification yields for certain DNA segments;
(5) Structural error patterns introduced by synthesis arrays
and sequencing machines. Within the storage system, it is
possible to define “DNA channels” which may have only
approximately-known Shannon capacities in contrast to standardized, precisely-mapped wireless communication channels.
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Fig. 1.

Block diagram of a DNA storage system.

To engineer a feasible system, multiple levels of hybrid errorprotection are necessary. Each oligonucleotide is equipped
with an address code which is a unique identifier. Digital
payload information is stored across multiple oligonucleotides,
protected by modern two-dimensional array codes. While
accuracy in retrieval is paramount, such codes must be efficient
to reduce overhead costs in DNA synthesis and sequencing.
IV. C ONCLUSION
DNA storage continues to be an emerging, innovative,
and viable technology as the cost of high-throughput DNA
synthesis and DNA sequencing decreases rapidly. Ideas such
as biological editing of DNA [4], computing, search, and
indexing provide focus for cutting-edge research.
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